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ver since the world ended December 21, 2012,
what a marvel all that has happened since. All
through 2013 ROARSHOCK PAGE found new
ways through uncharted territories. Here we review the
last 12 months as 2014 beckons us forward.

ROARSHOCK PAGE: 2013 IN REVIEW
…..a new experiment begins with the serialization of
what may be the first novel composted most entirely
from SPAM!..... The men in black knew all secrets of the
Kennedy assassination, being honor bound to protect
those secrets, despite the investigative reporting of Mark
Twain and Ambrose Bierce. Had he not disappeared in
Mexico, Bierce would have had much to reveal about
The National Security Act of 1947, and the founding of
the CIA and NSA. …..Punxsutawney Phil Sowerby &
Phriends celebrate Candlemas and Groundhog Day,
and Happy Birthday James Joyce!..... The current wanderer had little found baggage that witchcraft dared her
in her wrinkled eyes. Perchance the Nation wears experience, Mr. Gaff H. Freestanding, loud and earnestly he
questioned lock school. …..Silver Streak Comics Group/
Pinel Publications turns 40 this month….. We were unable to sleep write, sir. But ground fly match that reminds
my tongue of wall pain soft inquired of the elder Envies
Q. Murderous. “With black lock upset a juicy agent
could burst the faction! To get married? No--yes, he was
overflow smoke knee wake, NOW I recollect.”—
statement bulb— “One instant, infamous concerned deceive will flung secretary, you see that we strung reality
going to liver without you, any way you want, or rather
a reproof veiled, either it gets tired, or you can lie
down.” said Emily Neff. “Everything, even November,
knew the story that I meant to tell in reply to the old
black witch, in a tone of spicy fragrance. …..Those
gathered will then follow the Stations of Stupid, performing the necessary rituals, such as checking the lug
nuts, to make sure they are good and tight, and that Old
California will remain attached to New California for
another year….. Cook serve a next Powered Mutant
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Dictator Cheese fun. Head Order Dread Rocks Rock in
climbing a hiding volcano. I am assisted by some wicked flight instructor. Jesus Hussein struck the building.
The airplane, which also carried flight instructor Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung struck the building to pull out of the
central front in this war.” A light wind and prompt service, from a friendly and professional customer service
team was cited by federal investigators who said Bullshit D. Salvageable wore the duck. …..Clephius J. Troll
might yet have accomplished his Good Works without
Dan Nettell, but it would have been much more difficult….. Forest Chaplain Daniel Flanagan praised authorities for charging the man accused, but he did not disclose a motive and would not say what led to finishing a
four-day fast, because and before the case continued.
…..Merry month of May, the heart of spring and gateway to summer on the northern Earth. While the air
stays full with the scent of flowers…..

KING SAINT FINNERTY THE FESTIVE!
..what goes around comes around...
August Ferdinand Möbius (1790–1868)
…..Bloomsday comes but once a year, but when it does it
brings good cheer, and if we don’t weep, or cry in our
sleep, then we shall grin from ear to ear….. Now everything has changed and transformed, over many ages,
many friends and loved ones scattered, and some dear
ones now with the dead. Cycles turning around, just like
they always will. The new generation comes on the scene, and we shall see how they throw the shoes.
…..Shake up the Status Quo and re-direct reality…..

REAL REPLICA WATCHES
…..40 years ago today something weird happened to Robert Anton Wilson, which he interpreted—at the time—as a
telepathic communication from extraterrestrial beings
from the Dog Star, Sirius….. All that I crave, clothes, the
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name of our people; the land of the Phaeacians who got
through the night with credit. If it had sharpened the lances, it was opened by your bewildered screw, Bullshit D.
Salvageable, not necessary to shop for Maggie Maria, or
admit him to the visit he so much desired that night.
…..We are glad to be here doing whatever we are doing,
and will keep doing it a while longer….. “What's your
plan?” President Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung said at a rally
in support of the president's handling of the old lady, as
she put away her bonnet frames to play with me. One little girl was so kind as to come on purpose to invite you to
a share in her own appearance, to deceive the eyes of
Gaff H. Freestanding. …..For only a brief twinkling are
we alive in the field of time, and now it rests upon us to
observe traditions that transcend us and transcend
time….. All these explained and altered with ease, or to
avoid defeat of any kind, and so not know that Oversleep
Q. Kaohsiung found it necessary to coin words. Honey
called sweet because it contains sweetness to shyly attract
and hold the attention of Envies Q. Murderous, who
meanwhile went garden cooing on misspelled miniature
step, and the wind blew strongly as these quaint wine
dreams have come, infinite as the sea, and her love as
deep. …..November daylight attempts to illuminate the
scene and sense of where we are going from where we
have been…..
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Woody Allen was born in The Bronx.
NEW MOON
Indonesia invaded East Timor.
John Lennon assassinated in New York.
The John Birch Society was founded.
Grateful Dead’s first concert performance
under that name (formerly The Warlocks)
FULL COLD MOON
Poor Richard’s Almanac first published
by Benjamin Franklin.
WINTER SOLSTICE/NORTH EARTH
Walter S. Roessler died in Oakland, CA.
Fritz Leiber was born in Chicago.
CHRISTMAS
Elizabeth Wilson born in San Francisco.
Juliette Carstensen born in Vallejo, CA.
4-6 PM PST—D. A. Wilson reading on
www.radiovalencia.fm/
The Endangered Species Act was passed
in the United States.
NEW YEAR’S EVE
Vandals, Alans and Suebians crossed the
Rhine, beginning an invasion of Gaul.
AT&T Bell System was broken up by the
United States Government.

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
www.roarshock.net/almanac.html
Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to be
considered for inclusion in future issues.
Limited copies of D. A. Wilson’s chapbook, First Hours of a
Rainy Day and Other Poems, can be acquired.
Original printings of some ROARSHOCK PAGE issues from
the turn of the century are also available by inquiry.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 7, Number 1 will be available
January 11, 2014.
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Abraham Zapruder's Bell & Howell Zoomatic movie camera with
which he captured U.S. President John F. Kennedy's assassination in
Dealey Plaza, Dallas, Texas on November 22, 1963. Public domain
image from the collection of the U.S. National Archives.
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